Recently joint models for longitudinal and time-to-event data have attracted a lot attention. A full joint likelihood approach using an EM algorithm or Bayesian methods of estimation not only eliminates the bias in naive and twostage methods, but also improves efficiency. However, both the EM algorithm and a Bayesian method are computationally intensive, limiting the utilization of these joint models. We propose to use an estimation procedure based on a penalized joint likelihood generated by Laplace approximation of a joint likelihood and by using a partial likelihood instead of the full likelihood for the event time data. The results of a simulation study show that this penalized likelihood approach performs as well as the corresponding EM algorithm under a variety of scenarios, but only requires a fraction of the computational time. An additional advantage of this approach is that it does not require estimation of the baseline hazard function. The proposed procedure is applied to a data set for evaluating the effect of the longitudinal biomarker PSA on the recurrence of prostate cancer.
INTRODUCTION
Clinical research studies, such as cancer and AIDS studies, often collect both longitudinal and time-to-event data. Typically, in such studies the longitudinal measurement is susceptible to measurement error and only measured intermittently. In addition, many subjects do not survive throughout the study and the risk of event is related to the longitudinal measurements. Due to these complications analyzing such data using separate longitudinal and hazard models often leads to bias in parameter estimates in both models (Faucett and Thomas, 1996; Raboud, Reid, Coates and Farewell, 1993; Little, 1995) .
Recently joint models for longitudinal and time-to-event data have attracted a lot attention. By jointly maximizing a likelihood from both the covariate process and time-toevent data, one uses information from both sources to get parameter estimates for the two processes simultaneously. By doing so, the informative drop-out can be adjusted for by borrowing information from the survival model, and, conversely, unbiased information from the longitudinal covariate can be incorporated into the survival model, and therefore, one can correctly assess the dependence of the failure time on the longitudinal marker. As well as correcting biases, joint modeling can improve the efficiency of parameter estimates in either part of the model, because extra information is being used. Faucett and Thomas (1996) proposed a joint model in which they described the failure process with a proportional hazards Cox model and the longitudinal data with a linear growth curve model, and took a Bayesian approach to estimate the joint posterior distribution of model parameters. Wulfsohn and Tsiatis (1997) assumed a similar model but took a frequentist approach, with an EM algorithm to estimate parameters. Their work has been further extended by many authors (Xu and Zeger, 2001a; Xu and Zeger, 2001b; Wang and Taylor, 2001; Pauler and Finkelstein, 2002; Wu, 2002; Brown and Ibrahim, 2003b; Brown and Ibrahim, 2003a; Tsiatis and Davidian, 2004; Tseng, Hsieh and Wang, 2005; Ratcliffe, Guo and Ten Have, 2004) , with a review presented in Yu, Law, Taylor and Sandler (2004) .
However, both EM algorithm and Bayesian method are computationally intensive, limiting the utilization of these joint models. In addition, when a more complicated longitudinal model is used, an EM algorithm may not be feasible. For example, when the longitudinal model requires a large number of random effects to capture the structure of the observations, the EM algorithm for estimation in such models involves p dimensional integration in the E-step, where p is the number of random effects. When p is large, the task is very challenging and might be even impossible. Therefore, to make joint modeling more practical, our goal is to first build a more efficient computational algorithm for joint model estimation.
In this paper, we propose an estimation procedure that maximizes a penalized joint likelihood (PJL) generated by a Laplace approximation of the joint likelihood, which allows us to avoid high dimensional integration. In addition, we use a partial likelihood instead of the full likelihood for the time-to-event data. This further simplifies the estimation by avoiding estimation of the baseline hazard function. We test the efficiency and quality of this estimation procedure and compare it to the EM algorithm in a basic joint model setting.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the models and Section 3 describes the estimating procedure. Section 4 presents some simulation results. Section 5 applies this method to the Michigan Prostate Cancer Study (MPCS). Conclusions and discussions are offered in Section 6.
MODELS
For simplicity we assume a linear growth curve model with random intercept and slope for the longitudinal covariate measurements. At each time point the covariate is measured, we observe
We assume that the measurement error ε ij is independently distributed N (0, σ 2 ε ) and the vector of subject-specific random effects b i = (b 0i , b 1i ) is normally distributed with mean μ i = (μ 0i , μ 1i ) and covariance matrix D(φ), where φ = (σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 , σ 12 ). Further, we assume that the mean parameter μ i = (μ 0i , μ 1i ) is a function of some time-independent covariates,
is a vector of 1 + p 10 elements, including the number 1 and p 10 time-independent covariates related to the intercept of subject i. W T 11i is a vector of 1 + p 11 elements, including the number 1 and p 11 time-independent covariates related to the slope for subject i.
We model the hazard of failure through a proportional hazards model, where the hazard depends on the longitudinal covariate x i (·) through its current value x i (t) = b 0i +b 1i t and its rate of change b 1i ,
where W T 2i (p 2 elements) is the vector of covariates related to the hazard directly.
Let T i and C i be the event and censoring time for the ith subject (i = 1, . . . , m). We only observe Y i = min(T i , C i ) along with an indicator Δ i that is equal to 1 if the subject fails and equal to 0 if the subject is censored. Independent censoring is assumed. Let
T be the vector of the observed longitudinal measurements of subject i at time (t i1 , . . . , t ini ).
APPROXIMATE LIKELIHOOD AND ESTIMATION

Penalized joint likelihood
) be the survival function corresponding to the hazard function λ i (t|b i , W T 2i ) defined in (2), and let f (x i1 , . . . , x ini |b i ) be the joint density function of the observed longitudinal measurements given b i for subject i. The full joint likelihood function for the models we defined in section 2 is
th and (2, i × 2) th element equals to 1, its (1, i × 2) th element equals to u, and its (2, i × 2 − 1) th elements equals to zero. p (b|μ, V (φ) ) is the density function of b given μ and V (φ), which is a 2m × 2m block diagonal matrix with all the blocks equal to D(φ). Z i (t ij ) is a 1 × 2m matrix with its (i × 2 − 1) th element equals to 1 and its (1, i × 2) th element equals to t ij . We can rewrite equation (3) 
Then applying the first order Laplace approximation (Breslow and Clayton, 1993) and ignoring the multiplicative c, the approximation yields
. Ripatti and Palmgren (2000) used a similar Laplace approximation in a frailty model setting in survival analy-sis and named the approximate likelihood function as Penalized Partial Likelihood (PPL). They noted that if the variance components θ are known and b were considered a fixed effects parameter, then the last term in (4), −K(b), would be a penalized log likelihood (Green, 1987) , where
is the penalty term penalizing extreme values of b. Further, to avoid estimating the nonparametric baseline function, we replace the full survival likelihood in K(b) with a partial likelihood and obtain (5)
where R(Y i ) is the set of subjects at risk at the event time 
The estimates (b(α, θ),γ(α, θ),β(α, θ) ) can be found by alternating between solving (6), (7), and (8). Note that, the solution to equation (8) is of the simple form
Corresponding information matrices can be found in Appendix B.
Risk coefficient and variance component estimation
We estimate the risk coefficient α and each parameter (σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 , σ 12 , σ 2 ε ) in the variance components θ by using a profile likelihood approach. The approximate profile log likelihood function for α and θ is,
where
and the corresponding
, and the meaning of the symbol ⊗ are given in Appendix A. In contrast to the situation in the objective function for estimating b, γ, and β, to estimate variance components θ and α, log|K P JL (b)| is an important term and can not be omitted. Therefore, the objective function to maximize is
The corresponding estimating equation for α is
Because of the restriction σ 
For σ 2 ε , the estimating equation is
Note that equation (13) has a closed form solution.
Computation
Initial values for all the parameters where obtained using a two-stage method (Dafni and Tsiatis, 1998) . Then each parameter is updated using a one-step Newton-Raphson iteration or closed form solution to the estimating equation, if the closed form exists. Updating steps for the parameters are iterated until convergence. After convergence, the baseline hazard function can be estimated by using Breslow's estimator (Breslow, 1974) .
Inference
Standard errors for b, β and γ can be approximated by inverting the information matrix of the penalized joint partial likelihood (5). It is an (m × 2 + 2 + p 10 + p 11 + p 2 ) × (m × 2 + 2 + p 10 + p 11 + p 2 ) matrix ⎛ 
SIMULATION STUDY
We carried out a simulation study to evaluate the proposed penalized joint partial likelihood estimator by comparing it to a two-stage estimator (ordinary regression calibration estimator) and a full joint likelihood estimator which is estimated using the EM algorithm (EM). The three main questions we address are: a. How do measurement error, censoring rate, and the true value of the risk coefficient affect the quality of the PJL estimator and its inference? b. An attractive feature of the EM joint modeling approach is its robustness against departure from the normal random effects assumption. Hsieh, Tseng and Wang (2006) provide a theoretical explanation for this feature and demonstrate it numerically. Is the PJL estimator also robust to departure of the assumed Gaussian random effect distribution of b i ? c. Is the PJL method computationally faster than the EM method?
The two-stage method we use is similar to the regression calibration procedure in Dafni and Tsiatis (1998) . But we only fit one linear mixed model to the longitudinal data of all subjects and the predicted longitudinal covariate values for each subject still at risk at each failure time are based on this single fit. The EM algorithm we use is the version described in Wulfsohn and Tsiatis (1997) . We use ten grid points for all the Gaussian quadrature integrations. For simplicity, we assume that the subject-specific intercept and slope in function (1) do not depend on any timeindependent covariate. In addition, we assume the hazard in (2) is only determined by the current longitudinal covariate value x i (t), i.e. α 2 = 0 and γ = 0, therefore
We first describe the basic setting of the model considered in our simulation, then explain the variation of the relevant factors in each of these simulation studies. Our basic setting was similar to that described in Tsiatis and Davidian (2004) , except that σ (14). The properties examined include relative bias (RB), the empirical standard error (EMP SE), the average of the estimated standard error (EST SE), and the coverage rate of the nominal 95% confidence interval (CP).
The impact of measurement error is shown in Table 1 . The parameter estimates from the two-stage method are all severely biased. Both the EM and the PJL methods greatly reduce the bias of the two-stage estimators, especially improving the estimate of μ 1 . PJL method provides estimates for α, μ 0 , σ 2 ε , σ 2 1 , σ 2 2 , and σ 12 as good as those from the EM method. However the PJL estimator for μ 1 seems to have slightly more bias than the corresponding EM estimator. But both have substantially less bias than the two-stage estimator. Even when the measurement error is relatively large, both the EM and the PJL methods yield acceptable results. By comparing the empirical standard errors between the PJL and the EM methods, one can see that the PJL method is as efficient as the EM method with regard to all the parameter estimates except α. The relative efficiency of the PJL estimator for α compared to the EM estimator is 92.6%, 89.7%, and 81.7% when σ 2 ε = 0.09, 0.3, and 0.6, respectively. The Monte Carlo average of the estimated stan- dard errors in the PJL method shows that the PJL method slightly underestimates the standard error of the parameter estimates, especially for the variance component parameters. This is not unexpected, as Ripatti and Palmgren (2000) have shown a similar phenomena. This is probably due to both the Laplace approximation and replacing the full survival likelihood function with the partial likelihood function. Also, we use profile likelihood functions to estimate b and μ, and the variance components θ and α separately. Hence variance estimation for the variance components doesn't incorporate the variation of b and μ and vice versa. The resultant coverage rate of 95% confidence interval is slightly lower than the nominal 95%. However, since our main interest is in α and μ, but not θ, this underestimation is not a big concern. Table 2 examines the effect of censoring. In the basic setting, censoring rate is approximately 40%. We change this by first setting all subjects censored at the end of the study.
This results in an 30% marginal censoring rate. In the third situation, the parameter λ in the censoring Weibull function is adjusted to obtain a 70% marginal censoring rate. Under all the three scenarios the PJL and the EM methods are much better than the two-stage method. As censoring rate increases, bias in the μ 1 and α estimates using the EM algorithm both increase. Bias in μ 1 estimate using the PJL method is negative when censoring rate is 30%, but it changes to positive as censoring rate increases to 70%. Bias in the α estimate using the PJL method does not change as censoring rate changes. But in general, the quality of the EM and PJL estimators are comparable under all the three settings.
We also examine the effect of the risk coefficient α by varying its value from the basic setting α = −1 to −0.5 and −1.5. The corresponding censoring rates are approximately 15%, 40%, and 55% for α = −0.5, −1, and −1.5, respectively. Table 3 shows that the two-stage estimator for α behaves worse as α increases, but the bias in μ 1 estimate decreases slightly. Both the PJL and the EM estimators are much better than the two-stage estimator. When α = −1.5, both the EM α estimate and PJL α estimate have more bias. To investigate the second question, we study the behavior of the PJL estimator under a non-normal scenario. Similar to Tsiatis and Davidian (2004) we also consider a model in which b i is distributed as a bivariate mixture of normals. The random effects densities were generated by mixing two normal distributions N (ν, Ξ) and N (−ν, Ξ) with the mixing proportion π = { , 1 − } (Davidian and Gallant, 1993) . We consider three cases. The first case mimics the scenario in Tsiatis and Davidian (2004) , ν = {2, 0} and = 0.5, which gives a bimodal distribution for the random intercept. In the first of the two additional cases, ν = {2.5, 0} and = 0.1. This generates a skewed distribution for the random intercepts. In the last case ν = {0, 0.12} and = 0.1, which generates a skewed distribution for the random slopes. In all the three cases, the covariance matrix Ξ were adjusted accordingly such that the covariance matrix of the random effects has distinct elements as described in the above normal cases. Figure 1 shows the true density of b i in these three situations. Table 4 shows the simulation results. Compared to the results under the basic setting (σ 2 ε = 0.3) in Table 1 , we find that the behavior of the two-stage estimators does not change much in all the three non-normal situations. All the three α estimates are slightly more attenuated than the one in Table 1 . The bias in the other parameter estimates can be slightly better or slightly worse. In all the three situations, both the PJL and the EM estimators behave better than the two-stage estimator. However, compared to the normal situation, both these two methods yield more bias. The magnitude of the bias is similar between all the PJL and EM parameter estimates.
Simulation Results: Effect of True Value of Risk Coefficient α on Parameter Estimates. Entries Are Relative Bias of the Monte Carlo Average of Estimates (RB), Monte Carlo Coverage Probability of Nominal 95% Confidence Interval (CP), and Average Computing Time for Each Simulation Repetition (ACT)
Finally, to answer the last question, for each of the above simulation studies, we show (Tables 1-4) the average computing time for both the PJL algorithm and the EM algo- rithm. For all of our simulation studies, the PJL takes much less time than the EM method. In addition, for the EM method calculating the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix for the EM estimator requires a separate Supplementing EM (SEM) procedure which is very time consuming. Therefore, we didn't calculate the estimated standard errors of the parameter estimates. In contrast, the PJL procedure gives variance estimates by simply inverting the observed information matrix. If one would like the EM procedure to include computation of the variance estimates computation, it would take significantly more computational time.
In the above simulation studies we have considered several important factors that affect the quality of PJL estimator and its inference. There are certainly other factors we could consider. For example, the result may be affected by inclusion of covariates for the fixed effects in the longitudinal model and in the survival model. In addition, the range in the values for the mean and variance components of the subject-specific intercept and slope may also affect the result.
APPLICATION TO A PROSTATE CANCER STUDY
To demonstrate this new approach, we apply it to a study of cancer recurrence in prostate cancer patients after radiation therapy (Taylor, Yu and Sandler, 2005) . A major interest of this study is to estimate the dependence of the risk of cancer recurrence on the prostate specific antigen (PSA) level and the rate of change of the PSA level. A total of 934 patients were enrolled from July 1987 to February 2000.
Since the start of radiation therapy, post-treatment longitudinal PSA values were measured about every 6 months to the time of clinical recurrence of cancer, lost of follow-up, death from non-prostate cancer disease, or censoring at the end of the study. The median follow-up from entry of the study was 44.5 months (range: 0.6-144.5 months). Clinical recurrence (local recurrence, distant metastasis or regional recurrence) was observed in 140 (15.0%) of the 934 patients. All other patients are treated as censored. During the study follow-up, a total of 59 patients received salvage hormone therapy (HT), among whom 15 (25.4%) experienced clinical failure. PSA measurements after HT in these patients were not included in the data analysis. The average number of PSA measurements is 6.6 ± 4.1 (range: 1 ∼ 29). Tumor Stage III and above are used as the reference group against Tumor stage I and II. The baseline covariates include patient age at the entry of the study (Age), baseline PSA (B PSA), tumor stage (T-stage), Gleason score (GS) and total dose of radiation therapy (Dose). The PSA values measured at the baseline and the follow-up were log e-base transformed as LNPSA = ln(PSA+1), B LNPSA = ln(B PSA+1), to make the normality assumption more plausible. The major interest of this study is to estimate the dependence of the risk of cancer recurrence on the PSA level and the rate of change of the PSA level (LN P SA (t)). Since the increase of PSA level after remission is a signal for cancer recurrence, and the PSA curve of most patients reached their nadir around 20 weeks or earlier after radiation therapy, we only consider the post-twenty-week data and assume that LNPSA follows the linear model in ( We also assume the hazard for cancer recurrence follows model (2), where the covariates in W T 2 include GS, T-stage, Age, Dose, and B LNPSA. HT was included in the model as a time-dependent covariate, where HT(t) equals to 1 if a subject has had the hormone therapy at time t, 0 otherwise.
The post-twenty-week data contains 658 subject, among which 86 (13%) have experienced cancer recurrence. Fortysix of these patients received Hormone therapy and nine of them experienced cancer recurrence. The average number of PSA measurements is 4.5 ± 3.4 (range: 1 ∼ 26).
The results are shown in Table 5 . LNPSA level is a significant predictor of cancer recurrence. If a patient's PSA level increases ten folds, the risk of cancer recurrence increases by approximately 230%. The rate of change of LNPSA level does not turn out to be significant. A plausible explanation is as follows. For subjects who experienced cancer recurrence, the rate of change of PSA often increases. Although this increase is rather small, we probably still underestimate the slope of increase of PSA at the time of cancer recurrence by assuming linear PSA trajectory. This might lead to the underestimation of the effect of LN P SA (t). Other important survival pre- dictors include Gleason score, tumor stage, and age at radiation therapy. Hormone therapy has been shown to be able to effectively decrease the risk of cancer recurrence. Both baseline PSA level and dose of radiation are shown not to be important predictors. Figure 2 shows the histogram of the predicted subject-specific intercept and slope of LNPSA longitudinal profile using the PJL method. Although the distribution of the intercepts is symmetric and close to a bell shape, the distribution of the slopes is skewed to the right. From our simulation study we know that the PJL method is quite robust to this non-normal feature of the data.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we propose a penalized likelihood approach to jointly model longitudinal and survival data. Simulation results show that under a variety of scenarios, the parameter estimators from the PJL procedure behave as well as the EM estimators. Under all of our simulated scenarios, the PJL method also takes less computing time than the EM algorithm. In addition, it avoids estimating the baseline hazard function, thus it simplifies the computation. Under non-normal scenario, both the PJL and the EM estimators are fairly robust.
The PJL method slightly underestimates the variance, especially for the variance component parameters and α. This is because the variance estimation of the variance components and α does not take account of the variability in the estimation of b, γ, and μ. Similar phenomenon was reported by Ripatti and Palmgren (2000) in their penalized partial likelihood approach for multivariate frailty models. Consequently, the 95% coverage rate of the PJL estimators can be less than the nominal level.
For the EM method, calculating the asymptotic variancecovariance matrix for the EM estimator is very time consuming. Since calculating the variance estimates in the PJL method only requires evaluating the observed low dimensional information matrix at convergence, a by-product of the Newton-Ralphson algorithm, the calculation is much simpler and takes much less time than the EM method. For the risk coefficient α, a quick way (Tsiatis and Davidian, 2004) to estimate the standard error of the risk coefficient α for the EM method is to use a profile information matrix, which is derived by taking the partial derivative of an implicit profile score equation with respect to α, by treating the conditional expectation in the E step as if it does not involve α. Hsieh, Tseng and Wang (2006) pointed out that this working SE is smaller than the real SE. In their simulation study, the ratios of the two SEs range from 61% to 95% for settings with normal random effects and range from 50% to 90% for settings with non-normal random effects, respectively. Although our simulation settings are different than that of Hsieh, Tseng and Wang (2006) , it is still reasonable to conclude that the variance estimate for α in the PJL method is comparable to the variance estimate using profile information matrix in the EM method.
APPENDIX A. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
For any matrix A, the symbol ⊗ is define as
APPENDIX B. INFORMATION MATRICES USED IN SECTION 3.1
The observed information for b, γ, and β are calculated as follows. For b, 
The general form of the elements in the observed information matrix for σ 
APPENDIX D. INFORMATION MATRICES USED IN SECTION 3.4
In the (m×2+2+p 10 +p 11 +p 2 )×(m×2+2+p 10 +p 11 +p 2 ) matrix for estimating standard errors for b, β and γ, the (m × 2) × (m × 2) upper left matrix I 11 is (B.1), and the (p 10 + p 11 + 2) × (p 10 + p 11 + 2) center matrix I 22 is (B.3). The lower right p 2 × p 2 matrix is (B.2). All are evaluated at the parameter estimates at convergence. 
The partial deferential equation for γ and b is
The components of the information matrix J for calculating the standard errors for the variance components σ 
